Invasive species out-compete our local plants and insects, reducing their population and biodiversity. Community reporting of invasive species is an important part of how professionals find and remediate these species.

Use your factsheet about a local invasive species to locate that species in your yard or neighborhood. The datasheet below will help to organize information that you observe about that invasive species you located so that you can properly report what you saw later.

Report your finding on imapinvasives.org or on the imapinvasives app for mobile devices using the information collected on the datasheet. This report will go directly to a team of invasive species managers that can use the information you report to help reduce or remove invasive species in our area.

Invasive Species Datasheet

Name of observer:

Date/time of observation:

General location:

Invasive species observed:

Description of species observed:

Notable impact of invasive to surrounding area:

Take a picture of the species or draw one here: